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EVALUATION CRITERIA

TEAM COMPOSITION AND
STATEMENT OF SKILLS,
CAPABILITY AND SUITABILITY
FOR THE DESIGN CHALLENGE.
Together with our multi-disciplinary consultant
partners for this project, the perFORM team, have
a deep understanding of the Gold Coast Cultural
Precinct project requirements. We fully recognise the
potential of the site and that the requirements for these
stages of work will require a complete understanding
and specialisation to ascertain the most appropriate
approach to viable cultural development.
As masterplanners, designers and technical
specialists, the perFORM team is well placed to
undertake the work. We know the nature, scale and
granularity of information needed to underpin this
cultural master plan exercise. From the expertise we
have in place making and cultural masterplanning,
specialist art curation through to our bespoke design
tools; we cover the breadth and depth of what is
required for the Gold Coast Cultural District.
We are ready to mobilise a local team of International
specialists. The team will be supplemented by
our key consultants who have unique depth and
relevant experience in the Gold Coast, Australia
and around the world. Above all, we have a culture
of collaboration, and will work with you the client
group in a highly interactive process to complete an
exemplary product.
Today we operate in a context where extreme
collaboration between ourselves and other
designers, engineers, developers, contractors and
even suppliers is possible and we are working to
maximise the full potential of this. Whilst we originate
from Australia and we are steadily growing into a
global teams without boundaries written by national
borders, with neither the limitations of a single racial
identity nor of a single cultural heritage.
Our Team brings the very best knowledge that can
be found in Australia. We are committed to exploring
new forms of engagement that harness the talents and
insights of all participants to reduce waste and optimise
efficiency through all phases of design. Our team will
be mobilised throughout the design process and our
International team members will be committed to a
presence in the Gold Coast during the milestones
Our collaboration with all specialists will be highly
interactive and focused on good communication. We
will work as a part of an integrated design team to
synthesize building, cultural planning and landscape,
and combines the external and internal textures to
create overlapping spaces dedicated to the people and
to the Art experience. The team will incorporate world
leading sustainable site design principles with Atelier 10
such as innovative stormwater management, reduction
of heat island effect, and reduced site disturbance.

The team is led by WOODS BAGOT, ASPECT
Studios and LAVA .
Woods Bagot is a leading global design studio
committed to providing innovative solutions through
its Architecture, Interior Design, Consulting,
Masterplanning and Urban Design services, offered
across the three key sectors of Education, Science
and Health, Lifestyle and Workplace. Woods Bagot is
made up of a network of specialists in fourteen studios
across five regions. We are located in Brisbane and
have already a wealth of experience in this context.
We operate in a collaborative environment where
ideas, teamwork and research allow us to deliver an
exceptional level of service to our clients.
Our Team brings together the best designers,
planners and creative thinkers to create worldclass
Architecture, urban design, Artscape, Landscape.
Our work is about creating successful places through
the articulation of physical frameworks which foster
urban life. The quality of these spaces and their
interconnectedness generate economic, social and
environmental value by defining the spatial patterns
of our cities. Woods Bagot aims to articulate the
skeleton upon which urban environments can grow
– to guide the future of our urban environments.
Its projects range from the city scale through to
sites and specific buildings. We master plan urban
extensions, waterfronts, new settlements, city centre
redevelopments, town centre renewal, district and
precinct strategies and mixed use redevelopment
projects. Our Urban Design services are interested
in urban projects that contribute to the sustainable
development of the built environment, our
communities and the world we live in.

“Specialist Activation of the
public Domain”
Chris Bosse, Tobias Wallisser and Alexander Rieck
founded LAVA in 2007 as a network of creative minds
with a research and design focus. It has offices
in Sydney, Shanghai, Stuttgart and Berlin. LAVA
explores frontiers that merge future technologies
with the patterns of organisation found in nature and
believes this will result in a smarter, friendlier, more
socially and environmentally responsible future.
The potential for naturally evolving systems such as
snowflakes, spider webs and soap bubbles for new
building typologies and structures has continued to
fascinate LAVA – the geometries in nature create
both efficiency and beauty. But above all the human
is the centre of their investigations. LAVA combines
digital workflow, nature’s structural principles and the
latest digital fabrication technologies with the aim of
achieving MORE WITH LESS: more (architecture)
with less (material/ energy/time/cost). Structure,
material and building skin are three areas

LAVA designs everything from pop up installations to
master-plans and urban centres, from homes made
out of PET bottles to ‘reskinning’ aging 60s icons,
from furniture to hotels, houses and airports of the
future. Awards have included the Australian Interior
Design Awards, UN partnered ZEROprize ReSkinning Award, I. D. Annual Design Review, IDEA
Awards, AAFAB AA London, Cityscape Dubai Award
Sustainability; commendations include Well Tech
Award and Dedalo Minosse International Prize; and
nominations for the Iakov Chernikhov International
Prize and the Index Award.
We have kept a strong local team of specialists to
maintain our existing and good relationship to the
City of Gold Coast (Urbis, Parsons Brinckerhoff,
The Hornery Institute) as well as internationallly
recognised and experienced consultants (FLYNN,
Spiers+Major, Atelier 10 and DesignStage).

LAVA believes that architecture can learn so much
from nature. Projects incorporate intelligent systems
and skins that can react to external influences such
as air pressure, temperature, humidity, solar-radiation
and pollution.

Diagram: Team

Other partners like KPMG, for the past 56 years,
have been strongly committed to the Gold Coast.
KPMG is firmly established on the Gold Coast
supporting local businesses, national clients,
the wider region and the community. KPMG is
proud of this commitment and are the only Big
4 accounting firm that can make this claim. The
office employs over 60 locals from the region
and works seamlessly withthe Brisbane office to
provide a wide range of business support and
specialist advice. KPMG Gold Coast serves over
500 local, national and international companies
in a wide variety of industries, including
■ Sport and Recreation
■ Tourism
■ Local Government
■ Manufacturing
■ Financial Services
■ Energy and Natural Resources
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ASPECT Studios Provides the best in creative design
for landscape architectural, urban design, and highend interactive Digital media. With seven studios
located within Australia and China, and over 65
people, ASPECT is an Australian owned business.
We have an Industry leading track record of award
winning, both for the projects that we design and
also for the way that we think. ASPECT has a proven
excellence in managing complex jobs and delivering
high-quality built and strategic work. We recognise
that every project requires considered design and
process waited to its specific needs and conditions.
Sustainability is central to our practice. We strive to
realise the best possible outcomes and innovations in
sustainability and life cycle.
Our ambition is to outperform both client and
community expectations. We work across the local
regional and international markets and our clients
include all levels of government and the private
sector.
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“Excellence in sustainable,
programmed cultural precincts”
Frost Museum of Science

Landscape Architecture/Urban Design/Public Domain

Urban Waterways, Wsud

Development Facilitation + Statutory Planning

Movement Planning + Access

Environmental & Waste Management Planning

Specialist Lighting Design + Projection

Architecture/Built Form/Urban Design

Wayfinding, Image

Horticulture, Arboriculture, Irrigation Design

Industrial Heritage - Adaptive Reuse

Public Art + Interpretation

Furniture & Industrial Design

Project Management

Grimshaw

Nouméa City Centre & Waterfront 2025
Strategic Master Plan
Development of a strategy and model to support
the architecture and development.
This masterplan has set new international
standards in sustainable water front design and
planning. This site was also unique and applicable
to Barangaroo Central as it involved the working
closely with cultural stakeholders to activate and
engage with this space.

Gardens by the Bay

Seochon National Ecology Center

3868

Grant Associates with Wilkinson Eyre Architects

WOODS BAGOT

Grimshaw Architects

Atelier 10

For this science museum's
renovation and expansion, Atelier
Ten is incorporating strategies that
guide the project towards its core
goal: making the building itself
a compelling exhibit by way of a
design that represents a striking
balance between aesthetics and
energy-efficient design.

Atellier 10
These three distinctive waterfront
gardens in the heart of Marina Bay
will define Singapore as the world’s
premier tropical garden city. The
gardens aim to become a national
and international exemplar of
sustainable practice.

The main gardens include two biomes
representing the cool/dry conditions of the
Mediterranean springtime and the cool/
moist conditions of tropical mountain
regions. Atelier Ten has developed
innovative strategies for controlling these
conditions within the naturally hot humid
environment of Singapore, while minimizing
energy demand to exemplar levels.

In addition, Atelier Ten developed
sustainable management matrices to
establish agreed principles of design and
construction to exceed international green
building benchmarks and guidelines,
including those established by the US Green
Building Council, Singapore’s BCA Green
Mark, and One Planet Living.

LOCATION: SINGAPORE
AREA: 30,000 SQ MET BIOMES
COST: SINGAPORE $1 BILLION
EST COMPLETION DATE: 2011

SERVICES

MEP ENGINEERING
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
ENERGY AND THERMAL MODELING

DETAILS

LOCATION: MIAMI, FL
AREA: 250,000 SQ FT
COST: $165 M
EST COMPLETION DATE: 2015

SERVICES

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CONSULTING
BENCHMARKING: LEED

Atellier 10

LEED
GOLD
TARGET
Guided
ecological
principles,
this landmark learning center
project
provides
a
hands-on
3
education experience to study
nature’s converging eco-systems
while ensuring the stable and
harmonious coexistence of
Environmental Design Consultants + Lighting Designers
Barangaroo
humans and nature.
atelierten.com

Sydney International Convention, Exhibition
and Entertainment Precinct

1. OVERALL SITE
This project
is directly applicable to the
2 SITE AND SUPERTREES
Central.
This project‘s success is dependant on
3 ENVIRONMENTAL SECTION
how well it re-connects and integrates into the
wider Sydney grid and stitches together Pyrmont
and Ultimo
AWARDSto the west Haymarket to the south and
2012 WORLD BUILDING OF THE YEAR WAF
the CBD.
Research
for
2012 GRAND
AWARD DESIGN FOR
ASIAthis project prepares us well
2012 SPECIAL AWARD FOR TECHNOLOGY
for applying
similar principles to the Barangaroo
DESIGN FOR ASIA
site.
Art

External supertree structures coupled
with liquid desiccant systems provide cool
air to the biomes. These supertrees also
incorporate photovoltaics, solar thermal
panels and rainwater harvesting .Waste
generated by Singapore’s National Parks
will be diverted from landfill and used as a
source of biomass to generate energy for
use throughout the gardens.

DETAILS

2
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The main gardens include two biomes representing
2
the cool/dry conditions of the
Mediterranean
springtime and the cool/ moist conditions of tropical
mountain regions. Atelier Ten has developed
innovative strategies for controlling these conditions
within the naturally hot humid environment of
Singapore, while minimizing energy demand to
exemplar levels. External supertree structures
coupled with liquid desiccant systems provide cool
air to the biomes. In addition, Atelier Ten developed
sustainable management matrices to establish
agreed principles of design and construction to
exceed international green building benchmarks and
guidelines.
1
3

n Francisco Museum of Modern

etta with EHDD Architecture

WOODS BAGOT

Environmental Design Consultants + Lighting Designers
atelierten.com
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N: SAN FRANCISCO, CA
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Bonn - Green Climate Fund Signature Building ground plane
Bonn,Germany
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Wynyard Walk - “Flow” Connecting
Barangaroo
Finally, the museum wishes to enhance its
ability to be a good neighbor by making a
positive impact for the local community;

Analytical sketches - physical and functional elements of the streetscape

ASPECT Studios

Darling Quarter - Sydney

The driving objective for planning one-north is to
shape an environment for decision-making and
development that will promote the construction
of a lively and distinctive next-generation science
park based on a vibrant mix of live, work, play and
learning environments. The challenge of this project
was to address the rigours of the open market with
high ambitions but still robust enough to entice
developers. This is achieved through a strategic
phasing strategy using the governing principle of
non-contiguous growth.

ASPECT studios collaborating with lend lease FJMT
successfully undertook the government run bid for
Darling Quarter in Sydney’s premier tourism and
leisure location - Darling Harbour.
The project, through it strategic urban design moves
down to its fine scale detailing and place making has
completely transformed the south-eastern precinct of
Darling Harbour- the most visited tourist destination
in Australia.

a

ASPECT Studios

West Kowloon Cultural Disctrict, Hong Kong

Barangaroo - City Waterfront Australia

The driving objective for planning one-north is to
shape an environment for decision-making and
development that will promote the construction
of a lively and distinctive next-generation science
park based on a vibrant mix of live, work, play and
learning environments. The challenge of this project
was to address the rigours of the open market with
high ambitions but still robust enough to entice
developers. This is achieved through a strategic
phasing strategy using the governing principle of
non-contiguous growth.

Barangaroo is a new 22-hectare waterfront precinct
in Sydney. Within walking distance to the CBD, it
will comprise parklands, including 1.5km
of public waterfront, and retail, residential and
commercial spaces. LAVA’s residential towers offer
a new typology of residential living on the edge
of the city. Orientated to optimise environmental
performance, the tower massing reinforces the
masterplan fanning concept with slender towers
that complement adjacent precincts.

f

t

LAVA
The Goods Line- Ultimo Sydney
ASPECT Studios are leading a Multi-disciplinary
team to design and deliver The Goods Line - a
new linear public space in Sydney for the Sydney
Harbour Foreshore Authority. When completed,
it will connect some of the most intensely used
education, cultural, and event spaces in Sydney
as well as unlocking the potential of the south
western part of the city centre. As well as
improved
pedestrian
and cycling access
identifying the rich mix of uses providingPercentages
of signage,
people, retail
front massing, barrier, traffic
The Goods
Line will deliver an opportunity for
participatory design and collaboration with the
multiple stakeholders which address it ages
including; When operational, it will be a new model
of public space governance and placemaking for
ASPECT Studios
Australia.

Jack Evans Boat Harbour Promenade
Tweed, NSW
Jack Evans boat harbour Creates a diverse vibrant,
culturally rich, recreational and tourism centrepiece
for the Tweed Heads Town Centre. The design
which is a transformation of a remnant foreshore
parkland creates multiple experiences to engage
with the water including: all-abilities access to
new tidal sea pools and beaches, constructed
seating bleachers, and areas of marine planting
and biodiversity establishment. All areas are linked
by a linear movement spine. This project has won
multiple awards including ‘The Medal’ the highest
award of the Australian Institute of landscape
architects.

Pirrama Park - Pyrmount, Sydney

Tigers - Activation of Public Space, Sydney

The scheme embodies a strong commitment
to the environment and efficient energy use.
The large glazed atrium presented a particular
design challenge to eliminate overheating
without using cooling. Atelier Ten proposed an
innovative solution in the form of the largest
thermal labyrinth in the world. This thermal
battery captures night cooling to provide
temperature reduction on hot summer days
without mechanical cooling.

Pirrama park is a multi-award-winning master
planned waterfront public space on Sydney
Harbour. It offers richly calibrated experiences to
engage with the water edge. ASPECT Studios
led the team in the design of this 1.8 ha park, a
transformation of a previous industrial site. The
park is an outcome of direct community action
which saved the site from residential development.
Pirrama park is the winner of multiple awards
including the highest awards from the Australian
Institute of Architects in urban design - ‘The Walter
Burley Griffin Award’, and ‘The Medal’ From the
Australian Institute of Landscape Architects.

Two Digital Origami Tigers started their world
travels celebrating Chinese New Year at Customs
House, Sydney in 2010, went to Kuala Lumpur for
KL Design Week, Berlin for the WWF awareness
campaign, Singapore in the i-Light Marina Bay
Festival and on a USA tour starting at San
Francisco Zoo in 2011. The crouching digital tigers
combine ancient lantern making methods with
cutting edge digital design and fabrication
technology,The big cats were a collaboration
between LAVA and Customs House to mark the
lunar year of the tiger and raise awareness.
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LAVA + Atelier 10

The future wellbeing of cities around the globe
depends on mankind’s ability to develop and
integrate sustainable technology.

Federation Square _Melbourne

Christchurch Central Recovery Plan

The
Wynyard
project
strategies
to achievewalk
this include
reducing is a new piece of public
lighting pollution, offering
space,
and
infrastructure
andgreen
civic
place
making for Sydney.
reducing surface water run-off.
The
design underpinned by the concept of ‘Flow’,
strongly
connects one of Sydney’s most intensely
1 ARCHITECTS' RENDERING
used
heavy rail
stations with the new master2 ENVIRONMENTAL
SECTION
community of Barangaroo on Sydney
3 FACADE STUDY
Atelier Ten is working with the design and planned
the client teams to refine existing curatorial Harbour, and unlocks the urban potential of the
approaches to support the desired
north western quadrant of Sydney’s city centre.
environment for art preservation, the visitor
The design incorporates new rail buildings, portals,
experience and reduced energy use. To
achieve this, Atelier Ten is optimizing the public spaces, and street upgrades within one
building envelope through analysis, design
charrettes and energy modeling , and by strong concept which accentuates movement,
collaborating with the mechanical engineerssafety and comfort.

Environmental Design Consultants + Lighting Designers

Implementation

This large-scale environmental center
Atelier Ten guided the performative design
3 WALL CONSTRUCTION SHADING STUDY
contains a large wild plant area, a wetland
of the project's envelope, advanced energy
Shading
canopy options reserve,
that allow
Project
lead:
and partial
four interlocking wedge
conserving systems,
daylight
optimization,
direct
sunlight were studied
forgreenhouses
the
shaped
which serve as
and water reuseCERA,
strategies.
CCC
indoor biomes.
gulfstream tank.
The design includes an envelope that
2 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS, TROPICAL BIOME
Partners:
maximizes daylight availability but is highly
For the plants in this biome, higher
Te Rūnanga
o Ngāi
insulated. It hasECan,
a conditioning
strategy
temperatures are preferable. To achieve a
that through a combination
earthphilanthropic
ducts,
Tahu andofthe
balance of comfort for the plants and for
ground source heat
pumps,
displacement
the visitors, while reducing energy use,
sector
ventilation, and natural ventilation
Atelier Ten recommended a solution that
substantially reduces energy consumption.
uses air tempered through earth ducts
Indicative design start date:
To further reduce carbon emissions from
coupled with ground source heat pumps
2012will be provided by
the project, electricity
and misting to increase humidity levels
on-site renewable generation.
where necessary.

Image: Foster & Partners

LAVA’s winning design for the city centre of Masdar,
the world’s first eco city, includes a plaza, five-star
hotel, a convention centre, entertainment complex
and retail facilities. The entire area is designed as
one continuous, spatial, interactive environment - a
‘loop’. The “Oasis of the Future”, a mediated
outdoor space, is an open spatial experience, with
solar-powered sunflower umbrellas.

National Museum of Australia, Canberra

A place for everybody

WOODS BAGOT

3

WOODS BAGOT

and lighting designers to select innovative
and low energy conditioning systems.

Requirements for effective art conservation
and display directly influence a museum’s
form, the design of its mechanical systems,
and its lighting strategy. These design
considerations are critical to the success of
a museum, and greatly impact energy use.

WOODS BAGOT+ ASPECT Studios

During the conceptual design of this project, Atelier
Ten guided the performative design of the project’s
envelope, advanced energy conserving systems, daylight
optimization, and water reuse strategies. The design
includes an envelope that maximizes daylight availability
but is highly insulated. It has a conditioning strategy
that through a combination of earth ducts, ground
2
source
heat pumps, displacement
ventilation, and natural
1 GULF STREAM TANK
A Green City
ventilation
substantially reduces energy consumption.
Cooling energy for
the showpiece gulfstream tank will be
locating
Tominimized
furtherby reduce
carbon emissions from the project,
tanks in shaded but unconditioned
electricity will be provided by on-site renewable
outdoor spaces.
generation.
2 CLIMATE RESPONSIVE DESIGN

The museum's living core includes
daylight penetration to showcase regional
1
native vegetation. There will also be an
accessible
green
roof. 1 INTERACTIVE PROGRAM
During the conceptual
design of this
project,

Masdar - Mixed use Signature Space,
Masdar, UAE

LAVA

Seochon National Ecology Center, Korea

Woods Bagot led the master plan strategy to
rebuild Christchurch; one of the most significant
projects in New Zealand’s history.The key ‘anchor’
projects include a new convention centre, sporting
stadium, public transport interchange and health
facilities. A key goal of the plan is to maximise the
social and economic benefits of locating these
anchor projects with the total rebuild budget in the
order of $30 billion. Through this exercise
Woods
Tung Choi street
(top)
Nathan Road (bottom)
Bagot has demonstrated how a flexible
approach
would be developed to respond to the evolution of
the city.

Federation Square

Illustrative concept of the Ōtakaro/Avon River.

WOODS BAGOT

Located in a newly developed waterfront park,
the Frost Museum will include a planetarium,
aquarium, theater, technical exhibition spaces
and support spaces. Natural ventilation and
open air circulation are key drivers. Shading
opportunities, especially for the shark tank,
are driving mechanical design decisions to
drastically reduce energy dependency. Atelier
Ten provided daylight analysis for gallery
spaces and shading of the gulfstream tank.
Water use will be substantially reduced
through innovative tank design, and capture
and re-use of stormwater for cooling tower
make up.

Christchurch Blueprint-

of the existing museum designed by Mario Botta
2
Christchurch
withIsabella,
a dramatic
yet complementary new wing,
designed by Snøhetta, that will double the size of
the museum. Atelier Ten is working with the design
and the client teams to refine existing curatorial
approaches to support the desired environment for
art preservation, the visitor experience and reduced
energy use. To achieve this, Atelier Ten is optimizing
the building envelope through analysis, design
charrettes and energy modeling , and by
collaborating with the mechanical engineers
and lighting designers to select innovative
and low energy conditioning
systems. Lab + Bates Smart
3
1
The project represents a transformation
of the existing museum designed by Mario
Botta with a dramatic yet complementary
new wing, designed by Snøhetta, that will
double the size of the museum.

The driving objective for planning one-north is to
shape an environment for decision-making and
development that will promote the construction
of a lively and distinctive next-generation science
park based on a vibrant mix of live, work, play and
learning environments. The challenge of this project
was to address the rigours of the open market with
high ambitions but still robust enough to entice
developers. This is achieved through a strategic
phasing strategy using the governing principle of
non-contiguous growth.

WOODS BAGOT

Make more of a feature of
Avon River, to really
Thethe
project
represents a transformation
enhance the ‘garden city’.

Atelier 10

Located in a newly developed waterfront park,
the Frost Museum will include a planetarium,
aquarium, theater, technical exhibition spaces
and support spaces. Natural ventilation and
open air circulation are key drivers. Shading
opportunities, especially for the shark tank,
are driving mechanical design decisions to
drastically reduce energy dependency. Atelier
Ten provided daylight analysis for gallery
spaces and shading of the gulfstream tank.
Water use will be substantially reduced
through innovative tank design, and capture
and re-use of stormwater for cooling tower
1
make up.

The vision for international climate protection
is realised in the design, with facades that are
DETAILS
articulated according to building orientation,
LOCATION: KOREA
AREA: 833,635 SQF
surfaces that integrate various means of
BUDGET: $105M
COMPETITION DATE: 2009
regenerative energy production, photo-voltaics and
3 OVERSHADOWING
DIAGRAM
bioreactors
demonstrate
the application of the
The project has the potential to
SERVICES
To determine the amount of light reaching
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CONSULTING
substantially reduce potable water use bylatest technologies. The building responds to the
the interior of the tropical biome in the
MEP DESIGN PEER REVIEW
using efficient fixtures, capturing, filtering,
winter, Atelier Ten used Ecotect and
site to
maximise the experience of its natural
and storing stormwater that falls onsite, and
Daysim assuming 75% transparent
storing and re-using greywater.
qualities.
Thefromdesign
glazing, shade
the structure.inspired by the beautiful
setting in the Rhine valley, and based on curvilinear
Environmental Design Consultants + Lighting Designers
forms.
atelierten.com

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art

major expansion of a key
ectural landmark will meet
ent local and state green
ng ordinances and provide
cedented access to the
rn and contemporary art
tion of the Fisher family.

Melbourne Convention Centre -

LAVA

Context Axonometric

0513

2018

Gardens by the Bay, Singapore 2012

Frost Museum of Science-

The scheme embodies a strong commitment

ASPECT Studios

LAVA
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Boat tour
Art Loop

“Multi spectrum international Arts + events”
A cultural destination that increases exchange, innovation,
and promotes communication. It is efficient, flexible, agile and
customisable. It provides variety in its gathering spaces that
draw the community out of their tribes and into the society.
Views to the harbour overlay pocket gardens and natural
light permeating deep into the masterplan weaving the water
as an element that is omnipresent. The actual precinct can
be described as a peninsula without connectivity, views nor
relationship to the water and the touristic centre, this project is
an opportunity to change this relationship which relies on the
intense use of cars

Narrative:
New Years Fireworks
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While the City of Gold Coast has not released projected visitor
numbers for the Cultural District, it is reasonable to expect that
the daily visitor numbers will be significant. This is due to the
regional focus and iconic potential of the Artscape, and the
access to new key cultural Facilities.
We believe there is a strong relationship between the experience
of the public realm and the interaction with the built form and
Art program. The Idea of Universal Theatre could be an answer
to the objectives in both creating a unique experience and the
necessity to engage with the waterfront and it’s climate.
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As part of the future development, a number of new pedestrian
bridges have been studied. These bridges would provide much
needed connections across to the beachfront. The renewal of
The Gold Coast Cultural Disctrict includes the development of
the Artscape, a major new landscape project . Once completed,
the first stage will bind together all of the cultural activities
into one Cultural District seamlessly organised to connect
this peninsula to the rest of the city. We see the opportunity
for spectacular sub tropical gardens with curated artworks set
amongst specimen planting.

Celebrates the notion of “cultural
destination”
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These are the questions that
will be challenged and resolved
through our collaborative design
process
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What is the cultural life of this
city and how can this proposed
development extend it?
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Cooly Classic
Art in the Park
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Amphitheater

Wandering the small network back to their source, the diversity
of the porous ground plane draws in the city at large. The lunch
time rush another event in the parade of people that give the
cultural district (and city) its reason throughout the day.

It is vital to see the Cultural District not only as a precinct on
its own but as an extension of the surroundings. Our goals will
be to carefully develop options that will unlock the sense of
separation between the element and the touristic centre located
on the beach side.
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Out of their tribes and into the
society

But as the sun sets a glow is seen, illuminating the district and
hinting at a life outside of the circadian rhythm of the suit and
tie. The heart beats, and with it the dark alleyways are driven
into the shadows of existence as the city celebrates.
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Brisbane to
Gold Coast Ch

What image and identity does the
Gold Coast currently have, what
do they want this to be and HOW
does this project contribute to
this?
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Who lives and works on the Gold
Coast and how is this changing;
what kind of people must be
attracted/retained to support
the future economic vitality and
lifestyle appeal of the Coast?
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This is a transformational project located in a region that is
experiencing significant social and economic change, a city
that is growing up
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Carols on the
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The focus is to create an environment which understands
the needs and desires for well-being in a global economy,
which will attract and retain the local, regional and
international visitors and residents by providing diverse
and exciting opportunities.
The project celebrates the notion of ‘cultural destination”,
which is about bringing people to a place not just a series
of buildings. The central idea is to tighten the site to the city
scale with a staged plan for growing the public realm.
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The brief is calling for an international response for a
cultural precinct located in a quintessentially Queensland
location. This will require design dexterity to marry signature
architecture with sensitive and authentic place-making
to create a destination that local people are proud of,
visitors engage with and the arts sector acknowledges as a
pathfinder venue for cultural participation and performance.

Boat tour

Cultural Precinct Events
Queensland Event
Queensland Public Holidays
North
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MASTERPLAN &
CONTEXTUAL
INTEGRATION TO THE
BROADER CITY

“Active, Compact and connected”

The Jetty

Waterfront
Arts Studio
Skate
Space

Surfer’s Paradise

Cultural District

Suburbs

_Compact Building Mass

_Carved Building Mass

_Solar Control

The Water
Steps

Pedestrian Connection to Surfers Paradise

Waterfront
Arts Studio
The Garden
Bridge

Water
Gardens

Environmental
Artworks

Evandale
Subtropical
Gardens

The Night
Pavilion

Coomercial Offices+
Leasing Opportunities Overlooking river

Play Space

ge
nta
ro
lF
ai

Re
t

Children’s
Theatre

_Circulation

The Green
Bridge

The
Beach

The Courts

_Active Public domain

Performing
Arts Centre

The
Island

Art Centre Admin

Shading Canopy

Rehearsal
New Foyer + Active Base
to Art Centre

Civic
Centre

The Carpark

Plaza

Theatrette
Kids Theater

The Jetty
Theatrette

Admin + BOH + Retail Edge
New Arts Museum

The Venue
Circuit

Arts
Museum

New Exhibition Space
to Civic Centre

ACTIVE PUBLIC EDGE

FOOD & BEVERAGE
FORECOURT/ OPEN HOUSE

Arts
Pavilion
The Sculpture
Gardens
The Forest /
Carbon Sink

masterplan 1:2500@A3

The Stage

New F+B Amenity + Art Centre Support Spaces

The Lawn

Existing Art Centre (Upgrade)
New Foyer + Active Base
to Art Centre

Learning / Community Spaces
Opening to Landscape

New F+B Amenity + Art Centre Support Spaces

The Circuit + Theatrette

Kids Theater

ACTIVE RETAIL EDGE
EXHIBIT / MEDIA
North

Admin + BOH + Retail Edge
Existing Civic Centre
New Exhibition/Sculpture foyer
to Civic Centre

Waterfront
Arts Studio

New Arts Museum
Learning / Community Spaces
Opening to Landscape

The STAGE - Outdoor performance venue

Exploded axonometry: program relationship
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THE DISCOVERY
OF THE ARTSCAPE
“Flexible Art-scape + programmed event surface”
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NEW ARTS MUSEUM
AND LIVING ARTS
CENTRE

“Iconic precinct connected to waterway
+ Gold Coast”
_Compact Building Mass

_Carved Building Mass

_Solar Control

_Active Public domain

_Circulation Loops

_Radiating Space into Landscape

_Surface Articulation
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